Pioneer Telephone Leverages Rapid7’s Insight Platform to Increase Visibility,
Manage Vulnerability and Reduce Attack Risk Across Its Telecom Networks
Pioneer uses InsightIDR, InsightVM, InsightConnect and Nexpose to protect vital telecom networks that
serve more than 150,000 customers, 1,700 users and 600 staff spread across 27 locations.
By Jorge Gonzalez-Garcia, Content Writer, Strategist

The Company
Pioneer Telephone Cooperative, Inc. takes pride in being a rural communications provider with a history spanning more
than 60 years. The company offers telephone, internet, DSL and carrier ethernet plus digital TV and cellular services to
businesses and residential customers in western and southwestern Oklahoma and southern Kansas. The company enjoys
steady growth and serves more than 150,000 customers with 600-plus staff spread across 27 locations.
Daniel Hernandez, Pioneer’s chief information security officer, CISO, leads a small, three-person team handling security
across a cluster of networks that include more than 5,000 devices, 1,700 users, a large mobile workforce and a corporate
structure with multiple business groups. A lot to deal with, not to mention the regulatory requirements that come with
doing business in the telecom sector.

The Challenges
When you do business in the telecommunications like Pioneer Telephone does, you’re considered part of the nation’s
critical infrastructure. Which means you’re regulated by the Federal Communications Commission. And that means you

have to document that you’re running an effective data security program. That’s when you want Rapid7 as your threat
detection and vulnerability management partner. For CISO Hernandez, this partnership makes all the difference.
The Pioneer security staff is small. Just three people total, including himself, handle security across the sprawling Pioneer
networks. Until recently it was just one person. He points to changes in the industry that have made their jobs even more
challenging. “We’re seeing more virtualization,” he says. “A lot less copper wire and a lot more broadband. We now have
more DSL or fiber internet customers than telephone customers. That’s been one huge change.”
Changes across the telecom landscape have made visibility a top-priority for the Pioneer security team. “It’s a lot tougher
to have that visibility, to understand what’s being used in all the applications,” Hernandez says. “We rely on Rapid7 to
help us find those vulnerabilities that show up and that are not on end-user software. That’s a big change that’s come up.
And that’s a challenge in terms of timeliness.”
A constant challenge for Hernandez and his colleagues is identifying critical assets and prioritizing vulnerabilities. “One
thing that I talk to our teams about continuously is helping us identify those critical assets within our environment. So we
can prioritize those vulnerabilities. Because they have so much work on their shoulders. It’s really hard for our teams to
go out and fix everything given how much stuff is coming out.”
The Pioneer CISO describes the challenge of a small security team using the NIST cybersecurity framework to address
potential vulnerabilities in the networks they protect. “The number one step is to identify,” he says. “You’ve got to be able
to identify what you’ve got and where you’ve got it. The next thing is to detect. And detection is where IDR comes into
play. And whether it’s real-time or in the past. That’s the biggest step.”
Hernandez is a big believer in working with his IT colleagues to bring an integrated approach to security. “A lot of our
developers did not have the security background to really understand problems in depth,” he adds. “But all the evidence
provided by InsightAppSec gave us real talking points we explain to them. What the issues are that we’re seeing based on
evidence provided by InsightAppSec. And then the solutions available. This is very helpful for them.”

The Solutions
Threat detection is a full-time business for Pioneer. Just like it is for any other regulated telecom. “We get alerts within
the IDR platform that we do have to work on,” he adds. “We identify the threat if there is one. Once we’ve identified it,
we contact those who are affected by it and go from there on our response. Either we isolate the machine, or we could
decide to wipe it completely wipe. It just depends on what we’re seeing.”
One security event that the Pioneer security team will not soon forget was the highly-publicized SolarWinds attack. “We
were one of the original 26 organizations named in the attack,” Hernandez says. “That happened a couple of years ago.
But the good news is that we had InsightIDR in place. So we could go back and look at those historical indicators and tell
conclusively from the logs that our data was not exfiltrated.”
“At the time, we also had MDR. We had to manage detection,” he says. “And we reached out to our customer advisor on
the MDR side. And he was able to confirm that we were unaffected. So, that right there was absolutely priceless. Just
knowing there was nothing else affected. Otherwise, I guarantee you, we would’ve spent thousands and thousands of
dollars to find out that nothing happened.”
An important part of the Pioneer approach is using InsightAppSec to bridge the security gap for applications developed
internally and then made available to outside users. “That was our primary goal,” Hernandez says. “To look at apps
available to outside users but coded by our internal programmers. And I’ll tell you, we found a number of pretty scary
things. We found a lot of things that were easy to fix but could have been really dangerous.”
Having a single agent like Insight has given the Pioneer team a more efficient way to manage their far-flung networks. “In
terms of a security stack, we have the Rapid7 products. We also have Cybereason to augment response and for next-gen,
anti-virus stuff. If we were to try to get those two endpoints on 5,000-plus devices, I can’t even imagine trying to get our
admin teams to install those.”
Single agent capability has also allowed Pioneer to extend coverage across all the internal, Internet and cloud parts of
their infrastructure. “Even before the pandemic, we were not known as a remote company, but we do have a lot of folks

out in the field,” Hernandez says. “Having those ties back into the agent, having those agents report in over the internet,
not having to be connected to the corporate network, that was a huge gain for us.”
“Having an endpoint that users or threat actors can’t go out and disable is key for us,” he adds. “We’ve had instances
where, whether it was the threat actor actually disabling our antivirus agent, or a technology issue with the antivirus, we
still got the detection from Rapid7. So, that layer is super important. It’s not easy for hackers to know that we have a
detection mechanism there. It’s there, but it’s not easy for them to remove or disable.”

The Benefits
InsightVM has made it possible for the Pioneer security team to prioritize and manage vulnerabilities much more
efficiently. Now they can see clearly what needs to be tackled first. “That is one of the things we value most about
InsightVM,” Hernandez says. “It has the capacity to pinpoint actively-exploited vulnerabilities, so we can prioritize and
direct our attention where it’s needed most.”
It is difficult to overstate how important visibility is for the Pioneer security team. For example, Hernandez points to how
InsightVM gives him the visibility needed so he can evaluate the weekly emails he gets from the Critical Infrastructure
Security Agency, CISA, in Washington, D.C. “I see the vulnerabilities and ask: ‘Do we even have this stuff?’ That’s where
the InsightVM and Nexpose come in. So we know which of the vulnerabilities apply to us.”
Another big plus for CISO Hernandez is the efficiency of the integrated Insight platform. “Having a single point of contact
for support so you don’t have to open up tickets for different vendors saves us a lot of time. Also, we like how one product
backs up the other as far as InsightVM and InsightIDR. They communicate with each other so you can identify a detection.
And you can also see what vulnerabilities are affecting a specific user or asset.”
The Insight platform also saves the Pioneer team time and effort by reducing unnecessary work. “There are compatibility
issues you come across if you have to install multiple endpoints for different security products,” he adds. “In security, we
always look for tools that help minimize the work we require from our administrators. That helps minimize that friction
between IT and security when there is less for them to do.”
On the applications side, Hernandez and his security team now meet monthly with their in-house developers to cover any
issues that arise with new internal applications. “That’s really our way of having an open, ongoing dialogue with our
programmers. Instead of just saying to them: ‘Hey, please go fix your stuff.’ InsightAppSec has helped us bridge that
communication gap between our programmers and our security team.”
A key benefit for the Pioneer team is the quality documentation generated by the Insight platform. An example was the
SolarWinds attack. The security team reported the incident to the company’s cyber insurance firm expecting to have to
also inform the FCC. The response they got back was that it would not be needed. The Insight documentation provided
was compelling enough. That saved Pioneer the cost of hiring an expensive data forensics team.
For Daniel Hernandez and his Pioneer team, the goal is steady improvement in risk score across the security landscape
they protect. “It’s looking at the main graph that shows your risk score over time. When you’re able to show improvement,
that helps. In information security, you don’t get to check a box very often. You don’t get to call very many wins. Being
able to show progress towards that goal is important. That’s been a big value for us.”
The Pioneer CISO is sold on Rapid7 people as much as the products. “The best thing I found in Rapid7 is the partnership
and conversations with product managers,” he says. “And the knowledge that Rapid7 really wants to improve their
products and make them useful for customers. That’s the first thing that attracted me to Rapid7, and it still does today.
That partnership is the number one thing that I’ve really appreciated.”
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